
 

Illegal "downloading" is the fast and easy way to get your hands on any Hollywood blockbuster. But where can you find these
HD quality torrents? And what should you watch out for if you do choose to download? You’ll need to first understand what
you're getting yourself into before pulling the trigger! That's why we've put together this post all about how to download illegal
Hollywood movies, complete with info on the best places to find them online, as well as some of the risks that can come with it!

You may also like: How To Watch Movies Online For Free (And Legally) Netflix vs. Hulu: Which Streaming Service is the
Best? 12 Ways to Watch Movies Online Without Paying For Netflix or Hulu!

What is a torrent? A torrent is basically a file. In this case, it's a movie file. However, unlike your standard movie file, a torrent
file isn't trying to play the movie itself – it's actually trying to tell your computer how to download the actual movie from other
people online. This method of downloading large files from other people called "peer-to-peer" (P2P) and it's a big part of what
makes BitTorrent sites like TorrentsTime legal (at least for now). It's also why there's such a big stigma around using torrents
online. What Are BitTorrent Sites? BitTorrent sites are essentially the site where you're going to find torrent files for your
favorite movies and TV shows. You can think of them like YouTube in that they host this content and let anyone upload and
download it, but they aren't in charge of actually creating it. These sites often change, since they can get shut down by the
government when they start sharing pirated content. However, the spirit behind them is always alive and well! The king of these
sites right now is Torrentz, though we've also had good experiences with Kickass Torrents in the past. Where Do I Find
Torrents? Before you can download anything, you need to know where to find the torrent files. Unfortunately, most of the time,
people think these sites are illegal because they're looking for torrent downloads out in the dark web. However, since these sites
are also banned by ISPs and denied by most web browsers, this is simply not true. You'll find most of your favorite movies on
your favorite torrent site with just a little bit of work! Visit one of these sites and search for your movie title. Keep in mind that
they may not be up at all times – often, pirated movies are only available for a short amount of time before they're taken down
again. If this happens, try the next biggest torrent site and see if you have more luck there. Torrents Are Not Always Legal We
just told you that movies on torrent sites are okay since they're technically legal, but we need to clarify what we mean by "legal."
Since these sites "host" illegal content and allow users to download it, they themselves aren't legal. However, the actual users of
these sites aren't doing anything wrong – as long as you're not uploading any content or downloading anything protected by
copyright (like a movie still in theaters). Despite their legal status, however, for most people torrents aren't worth it.
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